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translated from english into arabic by samia zumout, esq. superior court of california, county of sacramento
720 9th street sacramento, ca 95814 phone: (916) 874-6867 fax: (916) 874-8229 saccourt 2005 glossary of
legal terminology english - arabic - glossary of legal terminology english – arabic (472 words) ayman
khatib arabic interpreter and translator khalil ansara arkan rule of law team in west bank and gaza 1. legal
word (explanation)- n. (noun), v. (verb), or adj. (adjective) translation of word (description, english legal
glossary - justice - english legal glossary allege - to state, recite, assert, claim, maintain, charge or set forth.
to make an allegation. alleged - asserted to be true as depicted or a person who is accused but has not yet
been tried in court. english terminology glossary 25-7-2005 2 - heritage for peace - english / arabic a
abandonment of litigation acceptance access and security parameters acceptance of service acknowledge
(serve) parties of submission of the expert’s report acknowledge (serve) the indebted acknowledge
amendments to writ of demands acknowledgement acknowledgment of receipt administer oath administrative
capacity english-arabic glossary - ssa - english-arabic glossary — ...  ﺟﺎﻭﺯ ﺷﻴﺎﻋﺖcommon-law marriage.
ﻣﺎﻫﺘﺎ, ﺭﻣﺬﺕ, ﻛﺸﺖ, ﻳﻤﺴﺮ ﻣﺎﻫﺘﺎ, ( ﻳﻄﺦ ﻧﺎﻳﺐlegal) complaint (cmps) plans medical competitive ةﺳﻔﺎﻧﺘﻢ ةﻳﺒﻂ ﺟﻤﺎﺭﺏ
... ﯨﻮﻛﺶ,legal drafting in english the big picture on the small print - have contributed “legal english”
terms which have no recognizable connection with modern law in the uk or the usa (or anywhere else where
english is the language of law) but which survive to confuse even native english speakers. modern day english
only started to take shape about 400 years ago, at about the same time that certain english legal glossary courts.michigan - english legal glossary abandonment - a parent’s or custodian’s act of leaving a child
without adequate care, supervision, support, or ... attorney-at-law - an advocate, counsel, or official agent
employed in preparing, managing, and trying cases in the courts. unofficial translation saudi labor law
issued by decree m ... - arabic is the language that shall be used in the data, records, files, employment
contracts and the other documents provided for in this law or in any other decision issued in implementation of
its provisions, as well as the instructions of the employer to its workmen. if the employer uses a foreign
language besides arabic in any of the english to arabic dictionary pdf - wordpress - english to arabic
dictionary pdf. a palestinian man opened pdf in the empire dictionary building pdf victory through the useabic
you have certainly come to the arabic place, english.. english to arabic dictionary pdf >>>click here
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